
From: James Bengel
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 4:00:16 PM

[You don't often get email from james.bengel@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

James Bengel
NC
jbengel@brandenburg3.com
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From: Richard Klett
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 4:00:04 PM

[You don't often get email from richard.klett@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Richard Klett
NC
richardklett@gmail.com
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From: Christine Becker
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:58:08 PM

[You don't often get email from christine.becker@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Christine Becker
NC
kikgirl8@yahoo.com
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From: Nancy Nance
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:56:06 PM

[You don't often get email from nancy.nance@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Nancy Nance
NC
dnnance43@gmail.com
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From: Ray Derrickson
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:54:13 PM

[You don't often get email from ray.derrickson@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Ray Derrickson
NC
rderrickson98@gmail.com
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From: Mark Spinner
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:52:14 PM

[You don't often get email from mark.spinner@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Mark Spinner
NC
spanky1954@gmail.com
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From: Stephen Weissman
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:51:21 PM

[You don't often get email from stephen.weissman@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Stephen Weissman
NC
sweissman4@gmail.com
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From: Abbygale Huffman
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:51:19 PM

[You don't often get email from abbygale.huffman@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Abbygale Huffman
NC
abbygalehuffman@yahoo.com
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From: Jeff Kulp
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:51:13 PM

[You don't often get email from jeff.kulp@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Jeff Kulp
NC
jskulp1@gmail.com
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From: Gerry Hoots
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:48:11 PM

[You don't often get email from gerry.hoots@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Gerry Hoots
NC
ghoots@triad.rr.com
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From: Rob Rowe
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:48:06 PM

[You don't often get email from rob.rowe@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

Today we have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants,
and thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to employ those technologies. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state
regulators like you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

Not to mention the very real existential threat of climate change. We simply must do everything in our power to
ward that off, and the best way to do that is through switching to renewable energy immediately.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options. Remember -
there is no Planet B!

Thank you,

Rob Rowe
NC
vitara2k@hotmail.com
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From: Stacey Cannon
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:48:06 PM

[You don't often get email from stacey.cannon@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Stacey Cannon
NC
staceycannon1313@gmail.com
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From: Nan Beatty
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:44:07 PM

[You don't often get email from nan.beatty@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Nan Beatty
NC
ninehouses8s@yahoo.com
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From: Heide Coppotelli
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 3:44:06 PM

[You don't often get email from heide.coppotelli@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Heide Coppotelli
NC
goodshepherd@comporium.net
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From: Daniel Peplinski
To: Berube, Joanne M
Subject: [External] Clean energy is cheaper, more reliable than new gas
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2024 4:02:12 PM

[You don't often get email from daniel.peplinski@messages.evergreenaction.com. Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless verified. Report suspicious emails with
the Report Message button located on your Outlook menu bar on the Home tab.

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission,

As my state’s regulator, you’re tasked with protecting me and other utility customers from unjust utility bills and
unnecessary cost increases. That’s why I’m asking you to reject the false story that new gas plants are the only
option to meet an increase in electricity demand.

We have the technologies that can meet power requirements at a lower cost than dirty and dated gas plants, and
thanks to the Inflation Reduction Act, the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, and state leadership, we also have new
investments and policy tools to get there. We just need utilities, as well as grid operators and state regulators like
you, to choose reliability and affordability over false justifications for outdated energy sources.

We should not, cannot, and must not let utilities use America’s economic momentum as an excuse to build more gas
power plants, which would lead to a massive increase in climate pollution and costs for customers. I urge you to do
everything in your power to refuse these schemes and act in accordance with what American customers want, which
is more energy cost regulation, more affordable power, and utilities investing in clean energy options.

Thank you,

Daniel Peplinski
NC
dpeplinski@nc.rr.com
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